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Impulsive Control Systems 
with Commutative Vector Fields 
A. B R E S S A N ,  J R .  l A N D  F. R A M P A Z Z O  2 
Communicated by R. Conti 
Abstract. We consider variational problems with control laws given by 
systems of ordinary differential equations whose vector fields depend 
linearly on the time derivative f i=( f i~ , . . . ,  t7 ~) of the control u=  
(u ~ . . . . .  urn). The presence of the derivative fi, which is motivated by 
recent applications in Lagrangian mechanics, causes an impulsive 
dynamics: at any jump of the control, one expects a jump of the state. 
The main assumption of this paper is the commutativity of the 
vector fields that multiply the fla. This hypothesis allows us to associate 
our impulsive systems and the corresponding adjoint systems to suitable 
nonimpulsive control systems, to which standard techniques can be 
applied. In particular, we prove a maximum principle, which extends 
Pontryagin's maximum principle to impulsive commutative systems. 
Key Words. Commutativity of vector fields, adjoint systems, measur- 
able functions, optimal controls, maximum principle. 
1. Introduction 
This pape r  is concerned with necessary and sufficient opt imal i ty  condi-  
t ions for  the contro l  sys tem 
=y(x, u(O) + Z go(x, .(t))~ ~, 
x(0) =)?, u(0) =~i, 
where x e R " ,  
(la) 
(lb) 
t~[0, T], and the measurable control u = ( u  I . . . . .  u m) takes 
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values inside a fixed compact set U c R  m. As usual, the dot denotes differen- 
tiation with respect to the time t. The case in which j~ and the g~ depend 
explicitly on t can be recovered by adding the state variable x °= t and the 
differential equation 2 °= t. The presence of the time derivatives fi~ on the 
right-hand side of (1) allows for an impulsive behavior of the solutions and 
is motivated by various mechanical applications (see, e.g., Refs. 1-6). Since 
the ~ depend on x, our setting is somewhat more general than in Refs. 7- 
9 (where the control systems are driven by measures) and requires a more 
careful definition of the possibly discontinuous trajectories determined by 
the controls u. A basic assumption in this paper is that the vector fields 
g~ : R ~+" ~ R "+" defined by g~ := ( ~ ,  e~), where e~ denote the a th  element 
of the canonical basis of R m, commute; i.e., their Lie brackets vanish ident- 
ically. The general case (see also Refs. 10-12) will be considered in a 
forthcoming article (Ref. 13). By the commutativity hypothesis, one can 
construct a transformation q) which eliminates the terms fi~ from the equa- 
tions, reducing (1) to a control system in the usual form 
= F( 4, u), (2a) 
4(0) = ~P(~?, ~), (2b) 
with absolutely continuous trajectories. Moreover, if ?/is a continuous real 
function on R "+'~ and x(u, .) denotes the solution of (1) corresponding to 
the control u, any variational problem of the form 
min{7(x(u, T), u(T)), u ~ } ,  " (3a) 
'~'= {u I u: [0, T] --, U, u is measurable}, (3b) 
can be reduced to a suitable variational problem for (2), to which all stand- 
ard techniques can be applied. Most of this paper is concerned with the 
relations between the systems (1), (2) and between the corresponding adjoint 
systems. Indeed, the construction of trajectories for (1) and the derivation 
of existence and necessary conditions for the variational problem (3) can 
both be carried out relying on the auxiliary system (2). 
In Section 4, a necessary condition for optimal impulsive controls is 
proved in the form of a maximum principle. 
2. Commutative Systems 
In the following, we assume that the vector f ieldsfand ~ ,  a = 1 . . . . .  m, 
belong to C~(R~ × R m, Rn). By adding the variables z ~ and the differential 
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equations U = fi~, a = 1 . . . . .  m, we obtain the equivalent control system 
2 =f(x ,  z) + ~ ~ ( x ,  z)~ ~, (4a) 
a - - 1  
5=~,  (4b) 
x(0) =)?, (4c) 
z(0) = fi, (4d) 
where the functions j7 and ~ do not depend on u. Obviously, x( .  ) is a 
solution of  (1) corresponding to a control u(. ) if and only if 
(x ( . ) ,  z(. )) := (x ( . ) ,  u(. )) is a solution of (4) corresponding to the same 
control u(. ). 
Let us define the vector fields f and g~, a = 1 . . . . .  m, by 
f = ( f ' , . . .  ,j~, 0 , . . . ,  0), g o = ( g ~  . . . . .  ~ ,  e~), 
where e~ denotes the ath element of  the canonical basis of R m, considered 
as a row vector. Throughout  this paper, we shall always assume that the 
vector fields g~ . . . . .  gm commute, i.e., 
[go, gA = 0, (5) 
for every a,  fl = 1 . . . . .  M, where [ . ,  • ] denotes Lie bracketing. In this case, 
the system (4) will be said to be commutative. 
As customary, we denote by exp(ag)y the value at time a of  the solution 
to the Cauchy problem associated to the vector field g and the initial condi- 
tion y. For  simplicity, we also assume that such solution exists for every 
a e ( - c e ,  +oo) and g=gl  . . . . .  g,~+,n. We recall that the assumption (5) 
implies that 
exp(ag~) o exp(bgp)y = exp(bg~) o exp(ag~)y = exp(ag~ + bg~)y, (6) 
for every a, f l=  1 . . . . .  m and every (a, b ) s R  2, y e R  "+m. 
Let us introduce the map ~o= ( ¢  . . . . .  ¢ ) :  Rn+m~ R" defined by 
rpi(x, u) :=pi o exp - a i u~g~ (x, u), i= 1 . . . . .  n, (7) 
wherep~ stands for the ith projection o f R  "+m. By (6), the function rp satisfies 
the group action properties 
(p( (O( x, ul ), u2) = ~o( q)( x, u2), ul ) = q~( x, ul + u~), (8a) 
(p(x, 0) = x, (8b) 
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for every x e R "  and every ul, u2eR". Moreover,  for each u s R  m, ~p(., u) is 
a diffeomorphism of R n which satisfies 
~0-1( . , u) = q~(., - u ) .  (9) 
Let us consider the diffeomorphism q~ of  R" x R m defined by 
~b(x, u)= (~0(x, u), u). (10) 
For  every a = 1 . . . .  , m, let G~: R n+~ ---~R n+m be the vector field defined by 
G~:=V~b. g~, (11) 
where V denotes the Jacobian operator. 
Lemma 2.1. For  each a =  1 . . . .  , m and for every (4, u) ~R"+~, one 
has 
G~(~,u)=e,+~,  (12) 
where, for every r = 1 , . . . ,  n + m, er denotes the rth element of  the canonical 
basis of  R n+m. 
Proof. Fix the index a and the point (4, u) eRn+m. By the equalities 
g~+~ = 6~ and q~"+ ~(x, u) = u ~, where ~ is the Kronecker symbol, it follows 
that 
c~ +~ = a~, 
for every/3 = 1 . . . .  , m. Moreover,  if ( 4, u) = ¢ (x, u), for every i=  1 . . . . .  n, 
one has 
G~(exp( tG~)( 4, u) ) 
= (d/dt)[d/(exp(tg~)(x, u))] 
The lemma is proved. 
More generally, we have the following lemma. 
[] 
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Lemma 2.2. Let (x, u)eR n+m, and set 
a = [  
Moreover, let v= (v~, v2)eR n+', and denote by 
v( .  ) = ( v , ( . ) ,  v2(" )) 
the solution of the variational system on [0, 1] 
dv/ds=- ~ u~Vg~(2(s), ~(s))" v, 
a = l  
v(0)  = (v , ,  v2). 
Then, one has 
V¢(x,u)" (v,,v2)=(v,(l) - ~" g~(2(1), 0)V~, V2), 




Corollary 2.1. Let u: [0, T] ~ U be a Lipschitz continuous map, and 
consider the Cauchy problem 
~=F(~,  r/), (I4a) 
0=ti,  (14b) 
3(0) = ~p(2, t~), (14c) 
7?(0) = ~/, (14d) 
where (F( ~, r/), 0) is defined as the value at time 1 of the solution of (13), 
with (vl, Vz)=(f(¢(x,-0)), 0). If (4, 7/)(') and (x, z)(. ) denote the solu- 
tions of (14) and (4), respectively, then 
( ~, ~)( t )  = ¢ ( x ( t ) ,  z( t )) ,  
for every t~[0, T]. 
Indeed, by Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, 4~ transforms f and ga, a =  1 . . . . .  m, 
into (F, 0) and e,+~, respectively. Then, in the coordinates (4, 7/)= q~(x, z), 
the system (4) assumes the form (14). 
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Proof of Lemma 2.2. It is well known that the solution v(- ) of  (13) 
satisfies 
{Vlexp( '   go)(x (15) 
where V denotes the Jacobian operator with respect to (x, u). The identity 
~b(x,u)=exp - ~  u~g~ x,u)+ ~ u~e~.~ 
1 a = l  
yields 
I( )1 Vq~(x, u)" (vl, v2)= V exp - Y~ u~g,, (x, u) • (vl, v2) L 6 = 1  
+ ~ v~e,~+~. 
a ~ l  
Since 
V exp -~-- t  u~g~ (x, u) " (vl, v2) 
a = l  ~ = u  a = l  
by (15) and observing that {i(1)= 0, vff 1)= v2, we obtain the thesis. []  
As for continuous dependence of the solutions of  (1) on the controls, 
one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let WcCI ( [0 ,  T], Rm), and let K c R "  be a compact 
subset such that: (i) each u e W takes values inside U; (ii) for each u e W, the 
corresponding solution x(u, .) of (1) exists and takes values inside K. Then, 
there exists a constant M such that 
fo f x(u, r )  - x(v ,  r)  t + Ix(u, t) - x(v ,  t) 1 ctt 
<_M [u(0) -v(0) [  + l u ( v ) - v ( r ) [  + lu( t)-v( t) l  dt , (16) 
for all u, w W, r~[0, T]. 
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Thanks to the diffeomorphism ¢ defined by (10), the proof of this 
theorem can be obtained from the proof of Theorem 1 in Ref. 14 just by 
substituting the functional ~,(y, u) involved in that paper with the functional 
fo Z[(~, rl), ul(t) = [F(~(s), r/(s)), 0] ds+ ~ _ [u~(t)-u~(O)] e,+~, 
where e,+~ denotes the (n+ a) th element of the canonical basis of R n+m. 
We are now in a position to give the notion of generalized solution of 
(1), which is analogous to the one given in Ref. 14 for the scalar case. 
Definition 2.1. Generalized Solution to (1).  Let u be a measurable 
control such that u( t )e  U, for every te [0, T], and let u(0) = fie U be an initial 
value. A trajectory t---, x(u, t) is a generalized solution of (1) if there exists 
a sequence of controls vk~ C~([0, T], R ") such that vk(0)= 2, vk ~ u in the 
L1-norm, and the corresponding trajectories x(vk,"  ) have uniformly 
bounded values and tend to x(u, • ) in the L~-norm. 
Thanks to the estimate (16), any uniform a priori bound on x(v~, t), 
t e [0, T], for some sequence v~ converging to u in L 1, will provide the exist- 
ence of a generalized solution to (1). Such solution is unique up to L l- 
equivalence and depends continuously on the control. 
In the case where u is defined pointwise on [0, T], the trajectory x(u, • ) 
can also be determined pointwise, Indeed, for any fixed r e  [0, T], one can 
construct a sequence of C 1 controls w~ such that w;(0)=u(0),  
w~(r) = u(v), and w~ -~u in LI[0, T]. The estimate (16) then implies that, as 
k ~ o% x(w~, • ) tends to x(u," ) in L~[0, T] and x(w~, r) has a limit, say 
x(r).  Repeating this construction for all z', one obtains a function t ~ x( t)  
defined pointwise on [0, T]. We claim that x(. ) is a generalized solution 
of (1). 
In fact, for any te[0, T], one can extract a subsequence (w~.) from 
(w~) which converges pointwise to u on the complement of a set ~,/~" of 
measure zero. Moreover, for any re[0, T ] \ X ,  by the estimate (16) one 
obtains 
Ix(r) -x(w~, ,  r) I 
Ix(v)-x(w2,, r)] + ix(w;,, r)-x(w~,, v)l 
+ [x(w2,)(cr)-x(w;,(cr))f &r 
fo <_ ] x ( r ) - x ( w 2 , ,  r) I + M  lw; , ( r ) -w~,( r ) ]  + lw[,,(a)-w;,(o-)l  do" . 
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Now, (wf, ,-w'z) converges to zero in the Ll-norm, and x(w[,,, r) and 
w'k,(r) converge to x(r)  and u(r), respectively. Furthermore, w/dr)=u(r) ,  
for every k'~N. Hence the sequence x(w~,, • ) converges to x(. ) almost every- 
where in [0, T]. Since the x(w~,,.  ) are uniformly bounded, it follows that 
they converge to x(" ) in the Ll-norm. Then, x( '  ) is a generalized solution 
o f ( l ) .  
More generally, if the control u is pointwise determined at t = 0 and on 
some subset I c  [0, T], the same is true for the corresponding trajectory. 
Definition 2.2. Let u be a measurable control as in Definition 2.1, 
determined pointwise on a subset I c [0 ,  T]. A generalized solution to (1) 
determined on I as described above is called a generalized solution to (1) 
defined pointwise on L 
In the following proposition, we prove that a result analogous to Corol- 
lary 2.1 holds for measurable controls. In Proposition 2.1 and henceforth, 
by a solution of (14) corresponding to a measurable control u we mean the 
pair (4, r/), where 7/= u and ~ is the Carath6odory solution of 
~=F(~,  q), 
4(0) = q~(~, ~). 
Furthermore, by a generalized solution of (4) corresponding to a control 
u(- ) we mean the pair (x, z) := (x (u , . ) ,  u(. )), where x(u , .  ) stands for the 
generalized solution of (1). 
Proposition 2.1. Let u~Ll([0, T], R"), and suppose that the corre- 
sponding solution ( ~, u) of (14) exists on [0, T]. Then the generalized solu- 
tion (x, u) of (1) exists, and the identity 
(x, u)(t) = 49 - l (  ~(t), u(t)) (17) 
holds almost everywhere in [0, T]. Moreover, if u is determined on a subset 
I_[0,  T] for every t e l  Eq. (17) provides the value at t of the generalized 
solution defined pointwise on L 
Proof. Fix t e l  and let (uk) be a sequence of smooth controls such 
that 
u~6) = u0) ,  
lim Uk = U, 
k ~ c o  
in L~([0, T], R"). Then, the first components ~k of the solutions (~k, Uk) of 
(14) converge to ~ in the space of absolutely continuous functions 
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WI"I([0, T],Rm). Since ~b -1 is Lipschitz continuous on compact sets, we 
have, in particular, 
lim q~-'(~k(7), u~(~)) = ~b-'(~(7), u(7)), (18) 
k---~ oo  
lira ~b- ' (~ ,  u~)=~b-l(~, u), (19) 
k ---~ cY:) 
in L1([0, T], R"+m). By Corollary 2.1, 
(x~, u~) := q~- l(~k, uk) 
is the solution to (4) corresponding to u~. Therefore, by (19), 
(x, u):= ~- ' (~,  u) 
is a generalized solution of (4). Since the latter is uniquely determined up to 
L'-equivalence, it follows that (17) holds almost everywhere. Moreover, 
since u~(t)= u(t), (18) implies that the equality (17) yields the value at t of  
the generalized solution defined pointwise on L [] 
3. Minimization Problems of Mayer Type 
For the system (1), if the terminal value u(T) of the measurable control 
u is given, then the corresponding solution x(u, • ) is determined not only as 
an element of L'([0, T], R"), but also pointwise at the final time T. Define 
the class of admissible controls 
d//= {u [ u: [0, T] ~ U, u is measurable}. 
Given a smooth function ~/ :R n+m ---~ R, consider the optimization problem 
(~)  min{r(x(u, T), u(T)), u ~ } .  
Let ~? be the reachable set at time t = T by the admissible trajectories of (4) ; 
i.e., let 
~ =  {(x(u, r) ,  u(r)), ue~u}. 
Definition 3.1. We say that a control t~h¢ is optimal for Problem (~)  
if 
7(x(fi, T), h(T))<~(x, u), V(x, u ) ~ .  (20) 
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In order to study Problem (N), we introduce the auxiliary optimization 
problem 
( ~ ' )  min{~,(~(u, T), u(T)), u~ql}, 
where the function ~: Rn +,~ --+ R is defined by 
Vt(~, u) := y (q~-'(~, u)), (~, u)eR "+~ , 
and ( ~(u,. ), u(. )) denotes the solution of (14) corresponding to the control 
u(. )c°g. I f ~ '  denotes the set reached at time t=  Tby the admissible trajec- 
tories of (14), i.e., if 
~ ' =  {~t({(u, T), u( T) ), ue°ll}, 
then, by Proposition 2.1, one has 
~ '  = q~ ( ~ ) .  (21) 
Definition 3.2. We say that a control ~ is optimal for (~ ' )  if 
~t({(~, T),~(T))<~(~,u), V({, u)~N'. (22) 
As a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.1 and the definition 
of g, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. A control ~s~/ is  optimal for Problem (N) if and only 
if it is optimal for Problem (~') .  Moreover, Problems (¢~) and (N') have 
the same optimal value. 
Thanks to Corollary 3.1, the existence problem for (~)  is reduced to 
the existence problem for (N'), to which the classical results on the existence 
of an optimal control can be applied. For instance, by the Filippov theorem, 
the convexity of the values of the multifunction 
~ ( ~ )  = U F( ~, u) (23) 
u ~ U  
and some suitable compactness and growth conditions guarantee the exist- 
ence of an optimal control for Problem ( Y )  (see, e.g., Ref. 15, page 63), 
and hence for Problem (N). Notice that the expression of g (  ~ ) is provided 
by Corollary 2.1. 
If the sets ~ ( ~ )  are not convex, then only the existence of optimal 
chattering controls can be proved (see, e.g., Ref. 16, page 266) under the 
same compactness and growth conditions of the Fitippov theorem. We recall 
that a chattering control is a map which assigns to each t not merely a point 
u(t)eU, but rather a probability measure /~(t) on U. It turns out, since 
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U c  R m, that it suffices to consider atomic probability measures/z (t) concen- 
trated on no more than m + 1 points of U. 
Remark 3.1. If  the g~ do not depend on x [i.e., if go=ga(u),  Va = 
1 . . . . .  M], then the expression of ~ ( ~ )  is quite simple. Indeed, one has 
~=q)(x,u)=x- ~ g~((1-cr)u)&r. a=l 
Hence, the Jacobian matrix (~d(x, u)/Ox j) coincides with the unit matrix. 
It follows that 
~ f01 ~ t F(~,u)=f(O-l(~,u)) = ~+ u'~ga((1-cr)u)dcr, u,  
Ot=l  
and hence 
( fo  1 ) Y(~)=u?u f ~+ ~ u<~g,,((1-ey)u)dey, u.0=1 
4. Maximum Principle for Commutative Impulsive Systems 
We seek necessary conditions in the form of a maximum principle for 
a control which is optimal for Problem (N). We begin by showing that the 
properties of the system (4) carry over the corresponding adjoint system 
m 
~ = ? ( x , z ) +  2 " - "° gu(x, ~)u , (24a) a=l 
z; '~ =tU, (24b) 
m ) 
= ~ "'~ (24c) 1~, - p l  " V x,  z) + y~ Vxg~(x ,  z )u  , 
C t=I  
/ 
P2 = - p l  • tv_-f(x, z) + 
(x, z)(o) = ( , ,  =-), 
(p, ,  p2)(O) = (fi,,/~2), 
V=g,~(x, z)fi'~), (24d) a=l 
(24e) 
(24f) 
where (p~ ,p2)eRnxR m and Vx, V: denote the Jacobian operators with 
respect to x and z, respectively. 
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Note that (24) has the same form as (4); i.e., its right-hand side is affine 
in t). Moreover, the system (24) inherits the commutativity from system (4), 
as it follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let us assume that the fields g~ are of class C 2, and 
let the control system (4) be commutative. Then, the adjoint system (24) is 
commutative. 
Proof. If  h and k a r e  C 2 vector fields on 11 q such that 
[h, k] = 0, 
then the vector fields ~,/~ on R 2q, defined by 
f t (y ,p)=(h(y) , -p.  Vh(y)), ~(y ,p)=(k(y) , -p .  Vk(y)), 
commute as well; that is to say, 
=0 .  
Indeed, if [,~,/~]J denotes thej th  component of [~,/~], it is straightforward to 
verify that 
[L p)  = [h, k ; (x )  = o, 
q 
[[t, ~]q+i(x,p) = -- ~ (O/~xi)[h, k]Ppp=O, 
p = l  
for every (x,p)EII 2q, and i=  1 . . . . .  q. By setting h=g~ and k=g~, with 
a , / 3 =  1 , . . . , m ,  we obtain the thesis; indeed, ~ , . . . , ~ m  are precisely 
the vector fields which are multiplied by the zi ~ on the right-hand sides 
of (24). [] 
Since the adjoint system (24) is commutative, we can apply the results 
of the previous sections. In particular, it is meaningful to speak of the 
pointwise determined solution of (24). 
Before stating a necessary condition for an optimal control of Problem 
(~),  we need the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. For every (x, u j)~ R" x U and u2 ~ U, the n-dimensional 
vector 
~-"'u27(X, L / I ) =  Vx~O(~O(X , U 1 - - U 2 )  , U 2 - -  U l ) "  7(~O(X, U , -  ll2) , U2) 
is called the u2-transport of f a t  (x, ul). 
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Theorem 4.1. Maximum Principle. Let f i~#  be an optimal control for 
Problem (~) ,  and let ((2, ~), (/~1 ,/~2)) denote the solution of the adjoint 
Cauchy problem 
m 
z )+  Z " g~(x, z)u , (25a) 
a = l  
_~=~, (25b) 
,6,=-p, . (Vxf(X,Z)+ Z (25c) 
a = ]  
a = l  
(x, z)( T) = (x( ~, T), ~( T) ), (25e) 
(Pl,  p2)(T) = VT/(x(a, T), a(T)),  (25f) 
defined pointwise on [0, T]. Then, if ( . ,  • ) stands for the usual inner prod- 
uct, the inequality 
(p~(t) , J-~(2(t) ,  a ( t ) ) - f (2 ( t ) ,  a(t)) ) <<_ 0 (26) 
holds for almost every t~[0, T] and for every u~U. Moreover, for any 
t~[0, T], let v: [t, T] ~ U b e  a map with bounded variation, left continuous 
at t, and right continuous at T, and such that ( ~ + o - v ) ( r ) ~ %  for each 
re[ t ,  T] and each aE[0, 1]. Then, one has 
ct = 1 "J [ t , T ]  
The integral on the right-hand side is the integral of  p2 with respect to the 
vector Radon measure f,. Finally, the inequality 
T ( 2( T), ~( T) ) < T ( ¢p( 2( T), a( T) - u), u) (28) 
holds for every u~ U. 
Remark 4.1. In the special case where ~ = 0, Va = 1 . . . . .  m, one has 
u). 
Hence, (26) yields the usual inequality of  Pontryagin's maximum principle. 
Theorem 4.1 is a corollary of the following result, which concerns Prob- 
lem (~ ' ) .  
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Theorem 4.2. Let ~eo~ be an optimal control for Problem (~') ,  and 
let (( ~, a), (~1, z~2)) denote the solution of the adjoint Cauchy problem 
= F( ~, r/), (29a) 
7) =fi, (29b) 
~1=-zr~.  VgF(~, r/), (29c) 
zt2=-rc~- VoF(~, r/), (29d) 
(4, r/)(T)= (~(t~, T), t~(T)), (29e) 
(re,, ~rz)(T)= VVt(~(fi, T), ~(T)). (29f) 
Then, one has 
( f f , ( t ) ,  F(~(t),  u) - F(~(t),  a(t)))  _<0, (30) 
for almost every te[0, T] and for every ue U. Moreover, if for any te[0, T] 
v: [t, T] ~ U is a map as in Theorem 4.l, then 
(rc2(t), v ( t ) )<-~  (Jr2, ~). (31) 
JE t,T] 
Finally, the inequality 
~ (~ ( r ) ,  a ( r ) )  < ~(~(T),  u) (32) 
holds for every ue b\ 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (30) is precisely the Pontryagin's maximum 
principle for the restricted problem 
min{q/(~(u, T), a( T) ), ueO~'}, 
and (32) holds, by the definition of optimal control. In order to prove (31) 
for each cre [0, 1], consider the control uo defined by 
u~(r) =u(r) ,  if re[0, t[, 
u~(r)=u(r)+crv(t), if fe l t ,  T]. 
It turns out that (see, e.g., Ref. 15, Chapter II, Theorem 10.2) 
ct( ~(uo, r )  ) /&r + L~-o= co(7"), 
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where the ~naex + indicates that the derivative is actually a right derivative, 
and the map co : [t, T] ~ R ~ is the solution of 
(h = V~F(~(r), fi(r)) • co + VoF(~(v), ~(r)) v, (33a) 
co(t) =0. (33b) 
Moreover, (29) and (33) imply the following identity in measure: 
(d/dr) ((~1, ~2), (co, v))= ~2"v, 
from which the relation 
((~l(r), ~(T)), (co(T), v(r))) 
-((z~1(t), r~z(t)), (co(t), v ( t ) ) )=  [" ~2f' (34) 
d, [t,rl 
follows. If ~ is optimal, then 
(d/da+)u/(~(ua, V), ua(V)) I~=o<0. (35) 
Hence, the condition co(t)=0, the identities 
(gda+)~,(~(u~, r), u~(r)) 1~=0 
= (V~N, d~(u~, T)/d+a],,=o)+ (V,gt, du~(T)/d+ct]~=o) 
= ((~1(T), z?a(T)), (v(T), co(T))), 
and (34)-(35) imply (31), [] 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, consider the diffeomorphism • defined 
by 
• ((x, Z), (Pl ,  P2)) = (q~ (x, z), (Pl ,  P2)" Vq~ -I) .  (36) 
Clearly, for a smooth control u, the diffeomorphism #i transforms the system 
(25) into the system (29). Then, according to Proposition 2.1, one has the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1. The identity 
#(2,  a,/~t ,fi2)(t)= (~, t~, ~ ,  ~2)(t) (37) 
holds for every ts[0, T]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For every veR "+m and for every t~[0, T], (37) 
yields 
( (~ ( t ) ,  ~2(t)), v ) =  ((pl(t),fie(t)), VO-1. v). (38) 
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In order to obtain (26), we identify v with (F(~(t),  u) - F(~(t),  ~(t)), 0). Fix 
ts[0, T], and set 
(~', u ' ) = ( ~ ,  ~)(0,  (x',u')=(~,~)(t). 
By (37), one has 
(~',u')=4)(x',u'). 
Moreover, one trivially verifies the following equalities: 
V~b-'(~' ,  u ' ) .  IF({ ' ,  u ) - F ( { ' ,  u'), 01 
=v~-'(~',u'). [(Vx~O. f)f=~.,,_,,-(v~q,, f)~=~:] 
=v,¢( ~',-u')" I(vx~'7)x:~,,x,,,-u~-(vx~'7)~:~, ] 
=I(vxqox~%,~,_~)].f(~o(x',u'-u),u):~ _, -f(x',u') 
= J-~f(x', u') - f ( x ' ,  u' ). (39) 
Hence, by (38)-(39) and (30), we obtain (26). In order to obtain (27) from 
(31), it is sufficient to observe that (37) implies 
(~'2)~(t) = (/~, (t), ~g~(2( t ) ,~ ( t ) ) )+( f i z )~( t ) ,  
a = l  
for every te[0, T]. Finally, (32) yields (28). Indeed, for every ue U, 
r(:t( T), ~( T) ) = ~( ~( T), fi( T) ) <_ V/( ~( T), u) 
= ~(~o- ' (~(T) ,  u), u) = r (V-'[~o(2(r),  ~ (r ) ) ,  u], u) 
= r(e(2(T), f i ( T ) -  u), u). [] 
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